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Background

- Human auditory system was designed through long history of evolution
- It is optimized to perceive natural sounds
- It is made from highly nonlinear components
- It is necessary to use relevant stimuli to test such highly nonlinear systems
- Relevant stimuli for human speech perception should be natural speech
Background

- Human auditory system was designed through long history of evolution

But, it is difficult to control acoustic parameters precisely using natural speech stimuli.

- It is necessary to use relevant stimuli to test such highly nonlinear systems

- Relevant stimuli for human speech perception should be natural speech
STRAIGHT

• Architecture: channel Vocoder
• Speech sounds are decomposed into:
  • Fundamental frequency
  • Spectrographic representations of:
    • Power
    • periodicity
AST journal presents a review article on STRAIGHT and morphing applications

- Fundamental frequency
- Spectrographic representations of:
  - Power
  - periodicity
STRAIGHT

• Spectrographic representation of power:
  • F0 adaptive complementary set of windows and spline based optimal smoothing
  • Instantaneous frequency based F0 extraction integrated with correlation based extractor

• Spectrographic representation of periodicity:
  • Harmonic analysis based method is about to be replaced by a prediction based method
STRAIGHT

- Spectrographic representation of power:
  - F0 adaptive complementary set of windows and spline based optimal smoothing
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- Spectrographic representation of periodicity:
  - Harmonic analysis based method is about to be replaced by a prediction based method
STRAIGHT

• **Spectrographic representation of power:**
  • F0 adaptive complementary set of windows and spline based optimal smoothing
  • Instantaneous frequency based F0 extraction integrated with correlation based extractor

• **Spectrographic representation of periodicity:**
  • Harmonic analysis based method is about to be replaced by a prediction based method
SFT-based spectrogram
periodic in the **time** domain

periodic in the **frequency** domain
Complementary pitch-synchronous Gaussian window removes the repetitive structure in the time domain
Spline-based optimum smoothing reconstructs the underlying smooth time-frequency representation.
Modification

• Morphing two or more examples:
  • Stimulus continuum can be generated without knowing precise correspondence between physical parameters and perceptual attributes such as emotion
  • Physical parametric differences between stimuli can be precisely manipulated
Emotional morphing
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Pleasure
Demonstration

Move the cursor and click the mouse to control the "emotions".

カーソルを動かしてマウスをクリック。
感情をコントロールしてみてください。

"STRAIGHT"
Auditory morphing by Hideki Kawahara(Wakayama University/ATR) Interface designed by Takashi Yamaguchi
What morphing does?

example: A

example: B

high-dimensional parameter space
Applications to L2 study

- R-L identification and discrimination task
- Stimulus continuum:
  - Klatt synthesizer
  - Morphing Klatt version of R and L
  - Morphing natural examples
Originals: Klatt synthesis
Originals: natural speech
Originals: natural speech
Extension
interim conclusions

- Independent manipulation of physical parameters
- Time varying morphing rate
- Alternative forms of mapping function
  - piecewise linear function
  - formant shape preservation
Originals: natural speech
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partial morphing: t, F0 fixed
Realtime STRAIGHT
Extension
interim conclusions

• Independent manipulation of physical parameters
• Time varying morphing rate
• Alternative forms of mapping function
  • piecewise linear function
  • formant shape preservation